HRC: HAWAII REAPPORTIONMENT COMMISSION 2021 - COMPARISON MAP
Comparison of Publicly Submitted Plan and HRC Proposed Plan

Publicly Submitted Plan:
Oahu House - Bill Hicks (original + Kalani)
update submitted December 8, 2021
overall (total) deviation = 2.58%
submitted districts are outlined black, deviation text black

HRC Proposed Plan:
Oahu House - Hawaii Reapportionment Commission
adopted as proposed October 28, 2021
overall (total) deviation = 8.54%
proposed districts are colored, outlined orange, deviation text orange

Notes from Bill Hicks:
Dec 8: Objectives: use Maili Point & Kealia Point as natural boundaries; keep communities including Kailua, Hawaii Kai, and Manoa intact; use compact & contiguous districts; and minimize population deviation. Total Deviation 2.58% (-1.25% to 1.33%). (This DEC 8 Revision corrects Kalani Valley deficiencies in the Original OCT 23 submission.)
Oct 23: I attempted to better level the Oahu House District populations while trying to keep neighborhoods together (incl. Enchanted Lake, Kailua Kai, Manoa, etc.) and achieved 24 districts with 0 +/- 0.99% and 11 districts with 1.00% to +1.40% or -1.25% maximum for a total deviation of 2.65% (compared with 8.54% for the Commission TG plan). Anchors are HDs 17 (East Oahu), 51 (Windward), and 44 (Leeward). HD 32 relocated to Leeward Oahu.